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I AM… in a world experience…now…where with every breath, and in every moment,  

I only see each BEing as the highest potentiality of their BEing…  
outside of ALL time, space and limitation. 

 
I notice the activation of my star consciousness as the effort-less-ness of the  

transition from the third dimensional illusion into the  
multi-dimensional conscious awareness of that which I AM.   Breathe1 

 
I AM… the active Presence and experience, through this life of potentiality.   

I AM…accomplishing ALL that I AM guided to manifest into form.   
I AM…with those that together support this experience of co-creation. 

I AM…living in complete trust of ALL.   Breathing 
 

I adapt my body of form to serve the mission as is of the highest service for the ALL.  
Releasing any attachment to that which density seeks to relegate as real. 

Breathing 
 

I AM… aware that I AM… noticing at ALL times.   
Lifting from the fifth dimensional gateway that sustains the judgement of a gateway.   

Standing in the divine presence of that which I AM… I arise… 
opening my arms and hands as my heart expands into the stabilized presence 

 of ALL that I AM… HERE!  TO BE!    Breathing 
 

Lifting from the seventh dimensional experience standing firmly in the presence of non-
judgement as the embodiment of the active presence of the Sea of Neutrality.   

The active embodiment of non-judgement that ignites the ALL and the I of transcendent 
BE-ing. Illuminating mastery presence, calling forward the torus field of the Law of 

Instantaneous Manifestation through the steadfast commitment, focused awareness and 
complete trust of ALL that I AM. 

 
Through this lift I arise into integration and receptivity as the humility of matery presence 
anchors with full conscious awareness into the 9th dimensional frequency.  
The witness rises again through the transcendent smile…completely aware of ALL 
potentiality through the blessing of this ONE.   Breathing  

 
This moment is so power-full.   

YOU…ARE… BEing… called to the highest presence of ALL…YOU…ARE. 
This IS what matters. IT IS…the moment. 

 
1 Optimally this is a conscious AVESA breath if known. 


